Quote from Dr. Oz
“The FDA has already cleared Pulsed magnetic therapy for fusing
broken bones, treating severe untreatable depression and now to
treat post-operative pain and swelling.
Pulsing moving energy is much more powerful than static magnets.
The electricity passes through the coils it creates a magnetic field that
moves through the body. It talks to the 75 million cells in your body It
goes deep into your body to places where sports creams and heating pads could never reach for example down around the spine.
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have been published on its effects since the US and Russian space program research proved that
human’s cannot live without PEMF. The earth produces pulsing electromagnetic fields. We evolved
The before and after pictures show that no matter what your current health condition PEMF has
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field is blocked or is reduced sufficiently by travel away from earth, the vital life systems of the body
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